The estimation of the intensity function of a Poisson-driven shot-noise process is addressed using a regularization technique, where the data is modeled as a signal term plus a signal-dependent noise term. The approach used requires that the estimates belong to some finite-dimensional subspace. This paper investigates the effect of the choice of subspace on the estimates produced.
INTRODUCTION
We address the problem of estimating the intensity function of an inhomogeneous Poisson process from a realization of the point process that has been filtered by a linear time-invariant system with impulse response h(t) . More precisely, let {T} denote the occurrence times of a Poisson process with intensity )(T). The random system input can be regarded as x(T) := 5(T -Tv). The system output is the shot-noise process z(i) := f h(t -r)x(r) dr = h(t -To).
In our recent paper14 we developed a new method to estimate A(T) for r T1 based on observing z(t)for t T2, where T1 and T2 are finite closed intervals. In Ref.
14 the estimate was expressed as a linear combination of cubic B-splines. In this paper we adapt the method of Ref. 14 
2(t) = flh(t_r)2A(r)dr.
Setting v(t) := z(t) -,u(t), we clearly have z(t) = fh(t_r)A(r)dr+v(t) (4) where v(t) is a "noise" term with zero mean and variance a2(fl. The importance of (4) is that it suggests a new way of looking at our estimation problem. Specifically, estimating A based on observations given by (4) is now seen to be equivalent to finding an approximate solution to a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind when the data are noisy. It is well known that this is an ill-posed problem, and many approaches have been proposed for solving it.6'11 '12'16'17 However, from (3), it is clear that the "noise" statistics depend on the unknown function ) that we want to estimate. This is quite different from the models usually considered in the literature, in which the noise statistics do not depend on the function to be estimated.
The problem of estimating A when the data is given by y, = T, + , where the eu's are i.i.d. random variables, independent of the T 's, and with known density, has been addressed widely using the expedaion-maximization algorithrn;7'9 a related density-deconvolution problem has been addressed using kernel-densiiy esimaes.8 '15 To the best of our knowledge the problem of estimating \ from shot-noise data has not been addressed before.
PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
Let fl := L2(7), i = 1, 2. For r E fli , we define H: 7-( -f fl2 by (Hr)(t) :
where we assume fT(fT Ih(t -r)12 dr) dt < oc. Note that either of the following two setups permits us to write (2) as p(t) = (H))(t) for I T2. In the first setup, .\(r) is nonzero only for T in some closed interval Tj, and 7 is a finite closed interval containing T1 . In the second setup, A can be an infinite-duration signal, but both A and h must be causal; in this case, we take T1 == T2 = [0, T] for some finite T. Note that in this case, the values of )t(T) for r > T are irrelevant to the problem.
We can now rewrite (4) as
and we consider obtaining an approximate solution to (5) via Tikhonov's method of regularization;6 from a variational approach, this method leads to the consideration of the smoolhing fundional f&(r, z) := IIHr -zM2 + aJ(r), (6) where r E fl1 the term J(r) is called a slabilizing fnncIzonal. For fixed a, the regniavized soinlion to (5) is arg min1 f°fr, z). An easy calculation shows that for fixed z, f(. , z) is minimized by the r satisfying 2H*Hr + aVJIr = 2H*z,
where H* denotes the adjoint operator of H, and VJIr, the gradient of J at r.
For computational tractability, we consider the minimization of f(. , z) over finite-dimensional subspaces B C ?ui. This is known as the regularized Ritz approach.5'6 As in Ref. 14, we consider the case in which B is a finite-dimensional subspace of cubic splines. In this case, since every r E B is differentiable, we let i denote its derivative, and we take J(r) := HrII, -1-cIIiII1 , where c is a positive constant selected as in Ref. 14. The reason for including the term in the stabilizing functional is that it helps prevent spurious oscillations in the solutions. We also consider the case where B is an M-dimensional subspace of piecewise constant functions. Since these functions are not differentiable, we replace in the definition of J(r) by a suitable expression given Section 2.2. As in Ref. 14, we also assume that the data z has been sampled; in this case, we cannot compute the term IIHr -zII2 in (6) . Hence, a new smoothing functional is introduced below.
Sampled data
We now assume that the data in (5) is sampled; i.e., we have only = pt)+v(t), k = 1K;
(8) the sampling points {tk}L1 C 7 are known as deszgn poznls. Such a data set is called a morneni discreiizalion of (5).
NOTATION. For an arbitrary u E fl2, we write u := [u(ti),.. . , u(tjç)]'; this allows us to rewrite (8) as z = j2 + V.
In order to approximate the first term in (6), we define an inner product on IR" by (q, p)w := p'Wq, where W is a positive-definite K x K matrix. If W is a diagonal matrix of quadrature weights, then we can approximate (p, q)2 by (p q)w.
Finite-dimensional approximation
Let the subspace B := span{Bm}Li , where {Bm}1 jS a set of M linearly independent elements in 7-(. We let E denote the M x M matrix with elements Em,n := (Bm, B)1 note that E is nonsingular since the {Bm}i are linearly independent. If all the elements in B are differentiable, we also define Fm,n := (Bm , B)1. If we now set D := E + cF for either choice of F, we can then write, for r E 8, J(r) = =: J(r).
If we let G denote the K x M design malrix with elements Gk,m := (HBm)(tk), then, for r E B we can write [(Hr)(ti), . . . , (Hr)()]' = G.
We define the mapping H from (IRM, ( , )) into (IR", (. , )w) by Hr := G, and we replace (6) by f(r,z) := IH-zIv+cJ(i).
As our estimate of A we take A = AmBm, where A denotes the minimizer of f&(. , z). Clearly, A is the unique solution of (cf. (7)) 2H*Hr+aVJr = 2H*z. (10), or equzvalenlly, the unique mznzmzzer of(9) over ]RM, 28 := (L+aD)1G'Wz, (11) where L := G'WG. Note lha A is linear in the data z.
Proof. It is easy to show that H* has the matrix representation E1G'W, and that VJI,. = 2E1Dr; using these to rewrite (10) , and then multiplying by E, we obtain Lr+ aDr = G'Wz, from which (11) follows. (12) and depends on the unknown intensity ..\ . We therefore let F denote the estimate of F obtained using_the following data-based method. For given values of c anda, the estimate of \ is A, where the vector of coefficients ) is computed using (11); we then obtain F by substituting A in place of .\ in (12) . Note that since ..\ depends on a and c, so does F. We now estimate R1 (a) with i(a) := R2(a)
In Section VI of Ref. 14 we introduced a graphical data-based method for choosing the pair (c, a) as a certain minimizer of R1.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE AND DISCUSSION
EXAMPLE. Consider the shot-noise process zshown in Fig. 1 (solid line) . Its expected value p is also shown (dotted line). We first consider the estimation of ,\ using the space of piecewise constant functions, B = span{Bi, . . . , BM}, where for r T1 = [0, 1], Brn(T) = 1 for (in -1)/M < r < rn/M, and Bm() = 0 otherwise. The estimate of ..\ when M = 21 is denoted by '\llpx and is shown in Fig. 2 . The estimate of \ when M = 50 is denoted by .A5opx and is shown in Fig. 3 . We next consider the estimation of \ using the space spanned by the 21 cubic splines of Ref. 14. The estimate of .A in this case is denoted by '\2lsp and is shown in Fig. 4 . Finally, the actual intensity ,\ is shown in Fig. 5 .
It is also useful to superimpose the curves in Figs. 3 and 4 as is done in Fig 6 . We see that a very close approximation of '5Opx can be obtained from )21sp by sampling. To make this statement more precise, let B1,. . . , B50 denote the pixel basis functions used to obtain Fig. 3 ; then 21Sp((m .5)/50)Bm m=1 is a good approximation of \px5O. The point here is that even if our display device supports 50 pixels, say, there is no need to use 50 pixels to estimate ). In fact, our example clearly demonstrates that one can use a much smaller number of basis functions if they are well chosen to suit the class of intensities that one expects to encounter. 
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